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1. **From Administration to Politics: the role of representative assemblies**

   Papers presented on the first theme will range from the old assemblies of estates to the parliamentary debates in modern times. In that context, constituent periods and relationships between legislative and executive powers will be highlighted. Six proposals of papers have been registered on this theme.

2. **Representative institutions in the governance of cities from Middle Age to present time**

   Papers presented on the second theme offer interesting case histories about the formation and evolution of the representative institutions of the Cities and their relationship with different levels of governance, emphasizing the conflictual aspects. Six proposals of papers have been registered on this theme.

3. **Myth and reality of representation: political theories and institutional practices**

   The third theme has registered the largest number of proposals (nine). Papers will range from the all the aspects connected to the ideas, images and functions of Parliamentarism to the debates about human rights and female representation, not neglecting the democratization processes.

4. **The development of representative and parliamentary institutions in Central-Eastern Europe**

   Finally, the forth theme has been devoted to the countries
of Central and Eastern Europe, according to the Polish venue of the Congress. Five proposals of papers have been registered on this theme, pointing out the role of Parliaments in some national cases, referring particularly to political and institutional transitions.
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### AUGUST 27th, 14.00-17.30

**Session 1 : From Administration to Politics. The role of representative assemblies**

Author: Maria Sofia Corciulo |
|------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Lecture AC 10-b | Title: The Estates of Languedoc (France) and the Estates of Limburg (Austrian Netherlands) on the eve of their suppression at the end of the ancien régime : a comparative study  
Author: John Rogister |
| Lecture AC 10-c | Title: From the Composite Monarchy to the Spanish nation-state: the role of the Basque Representative Assemblies in the constitution of the Basque public and political administration (1812-1877)  
Author: Joseba Agirreazkuenaga, |
| Lecture AC 10-d | Title: The constituent debate about the High Court of the Sicilian Parliament (1848-49)  
Author: Vittoria Calabrò |
| Lecture AC 10-e | Title: “Istituita per difendere la patria”. The parliamentary debate of 1848 in order to found the Sicilian National Guard  
Author: Provvidenza Pelleriti |
| Lecture AC 10-f | Title: Corruption and parliamentary inquiries in contemporary Spain (1833-1936)  
Author: Ferran Toledano – Gemma Rubì |
| Lecture AC 10-g | Title: “Per non dire censura”. Cinema and public order in XXth century Italy through circulars and parliamentary debates  
Author: Pasquale Beneduce |

### AUGUST 28th, 9.00-12.30

**Session 2: Representative institutions in the governance of cities from Middle Age to present time**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lecture AC 10-h</th>
<th>Title: The administration of the common goods and the</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Lecture AC 10-i | Title: “Regne e Ciutat de València”: could be a city a whole estate in the Parliament?  
Author: Vicent Baydal |
| Lecture AC 10-j | Title: Minorities and representative institutions in the governance of Spanish kingdoms (XVII-XIX centuries)  
Author: Magdalena Martinez Almira |
| Lecture AC 10-k | Title: Un “Royaume” pour Talleyrand: l’organisation politique et institutionnelle de la Principauté de Bénévent (1806-1814)  
Author: Sivio Berardi |
| Lecture AC 10-l | Title: The quest for the capital city : Rome and the Kingdom of Italy (1861-1911)  
Author: Mario di Napoli |
| Lecture AC 10-m | Title: Weber’s typology of the Medieval Cities and the origins of Modern Representation  
Author: Cristiana Senigaglia |
| **AUGUST 28th, 14.00-17.30** | **Session 3: Myth and reality of Representation. Political theories and institutional practices**  
| Lecture AC 10-n | Title: The Speakership of European Parliaments in the contemporary age: the myth of “the servant of the House” or the partisan Speaker  
Author: Mikel Urquijo |
| Lecture AC 10-o | Title: Forging Parliamentary Space: the Making of Assemblies in Europe and the Americas during the Age of Revolution  
Author: Jorge Alberto Luengo Sanchez |
| Lecture AC 10-p | Title: La loi du 31 Mai 1850 et les origins du discours antiparlémentaire sous la Deuxième République Française  
Author: Fausto Proietti |
| Lecture AC 10-q | Title: L’hui fort : mots et images d’un mythe politique. L’Italie de Francesco Crispi  
Author: Sara Trovalusci |
| Lecture AC 10-r | Title: Fighting for democracy (1855-1936) : Republican MPs in Spanish, Italian and Portoguese monarchies  
Author: Unai Belaustegi – Joseba I. Arregi |
| Lecture AC 10-s | Title: Questions politiques et institutionnelles dans les pages de « Il Domani d’Italia » (1922-24)  
Author: Claudia Giurintano |
| Lecture Ac 10-t | Title: From the National “Consulta” to the Constituent |
| Lecture AC 10-u | Assembly: Sicilian contribution to the transition period (1943-46)  
Author: Patrizia De Salvo  
Title: The representation of women in the Sicilian Regional Assembly: lights and shadows of an Italian story  
Author: Carmen Trimarchi |
| Lecture AC 10-v | Session 4: The development of representative and parliamentary institutions in Central-Eastern Europe  
Title: An “Imperial City” in an Eastern European Empire: Trieste and the parliamentary institutions of the Habsburg Monarchy  
Author: Rosamaria Alibrandi  
Title: The political role and the public image of the Parliament in Hungary and Romania before and after World War I: a comparative approach  
Author: Judit Pàl – Vlad Popovici  
Title: When Electoral Reforms fail. The effects of the Electoral Laws on the configuration of the Romanian Parliament after 1990  
Author: Mihaela Ivanescu |